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About FLUX
The first seeds of FLUX Magazine were
planted by a group of excited juniors with a passion
for writing, drawing, and creating. Our vision was
a magazine where we could create a platform for
students to channel their creative forces, to celebrate
their hard work, and to inspire others.
With the fervor that comes with embarking
on a journey to pursue a dream, we reached out to
our Millennium community for support and inspiration. We couldn’t have made this happen without the
guidance of Ms. Stasavage who kept us on task and
organized, instructed us on Indesign, and occasionally nodded encouragingly. Soon enough the seed of
a dream grew into a club, a tightly knit community
filled with ambitious dreamers primed with imagination, a pen, and paper. FLUX represents who we are.
We, like the magazine, are constantly changing and
evolving. We proudly present to you FLUX!		
					
Victoria, Julia, Carlos, Alnaw,
Olivia, Lucia, Hannah, Donald,
Nancy, Luna, Ava, Zellie, Talia,
Ms. Stasavage
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Cycles

Victoria Kerrigan
Sometimes in the forlorn chill of fall
and oncoming winter
purple-budded crocuses poke out of the frigid earth
in mistaken glory
like young children untainted by self-doubt,
a short-lived vitality
because winter must always precede spring.
And just like all the birds that I’ve lost
I fear for myself
because there is nothing after death,
only static, sand scraping against sand.
It’s too soon now to regret
but I do
regret that I don’t know my brother,
a subtle uneasiness ever-present
in the way my hand instinctively avoids his red
cereal bowl,
taking the extra second to find my Winnie the Pooh one,
remembered hurts, the sting of words.
Grudges are like a phantom limb
or like how trees learn to grow despite the choking
wires
strung around their trunks decades ago.
It makes me sad
to think of my mom giving birth to me
and of the pain only endured by
the knowledge that
I was everything she wanted
and the weight of that tireless endurance stays with me
and the promise informs all my decisions.
These days, I don’t sleep between the petals
of her arms anymore.
These days, I pride myself in judgment.
Everyone around me
is really just another test subject of scrutiny
and classification:
swaggering ass, intolerable snob, insolent know-it-all,
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empty-headed conformist…
the list goes on and on.
Perhaps my individuality tends towards
the extreme,
a fierce originality that is probably just another
shade of solitude.
Poetry is not conciliatory
and just like purple-budded crocuses,
I dream of spring and immortality
as I rip apart last year’s calendar pages.
The tedium of months, weeks, days –
time drips like a leaky faucet –
reduced to paper in the recycling bin.
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Dear Mr. Davis
Eline DaVina

Ever since the day I saw you, I have hoped you would forget me. I knew I
wouldn’t forget your face, so I prayed you wouldn’t remember mine. Either that, or I hoped they’d lock you up. I still feel it. The moment we first
locked eyes in that courtroom, the moment it was just you and me. Your
eyes, filled with rebellion and restraint, glowing with an odd darkness,
pierced through mine, and I wanted to run. You stayed looking at me.
You saw me. And it made me afraid.
I sat in silence, pretending to be indifferent. I tucked my ID away.
You see, Mr.Davis, I knew you before I saw you. At least I thought I did.
Gang soul, shadow in the alleyway. Two shots in the dead of night. They
caught you. That was it; that’s all you were. The facts were too familiar for
your own good, and I knew how the case would end before it began.
As I sat there, I watched the lawyers do their little dance around the
courtroom. The videotapes, the phone calls, the bullets. I watched your
life play out before my very eyes, and I sat behind the stone-cold faces
of those who would decide whether you would live or die. The problem
is that it was all too real, too close. You and I were barely five feet apart.
Your face was familiar, young, and unnervingly vulnerable. And everytime I watched your image hover in those security camera tapes, I felt
like I knew the street. I felt like I had walked there myself, back when you
were free.
You were a blurry face buried in a black hoodie on the evening news,
sometimes only a sketch, followed by a commercial break, and then nothing. You conveniently disappeared into another faceless threat plucked
out of society, but that day I saw you breathe. There was nothing blurred
about you, more than a face, but an entire being. You were a person; you
had a presence. And it felt like I might have seen you any day, maybe five
feet in the distance on the uptown train.
A part of me longed for your freedom; another part of me feared for my
safety. I was lost somewhere between feeling like I knew you and feeling
like I knew your kind. I wanted to fight for you, but I couldn’t tell whether it was because you were black or innocent. I wanted to hide from you
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because your eyes kept pleading with me to pick a side. I wanted justice,
but for the first time I didn’t know what it looked like.
It still bothers me, Mr.Davis. Why were we all holding our breath and
rolling our eyes before the trial began? What did we see in you? Why did
our fervency against inequality and prejudice quiver in the face of your
heavy eyes? What made you a threat?
I guess I wanted to tell you that I now realize it wasn’t you I was afraid of.
It was what you represented. I was impassioned by the lack of justice for
brothers just like you, and yet at the same time, feeling like I could walk
home in peace knowing you weren’t near. You confronted me and my
illusion of an unfaltering resolution for justice. You saw me. And it made
me afraid.
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If Only You Were Less Curious
Nancy Wang

I pushed open the heavy doors that caged the chaos of school at
exactly 3:00. The cold wind hits me first, smacking me right in the face.
Kevin groaned as we left the school. “Ryan, explain why it’s this
cold when it’s only October.”
I shrugged and looked at Ben, waiting for an explanation.
Ben pushed his glasses up his nose. “It’s the arctic winds. They’re
coming down earlier than usual.”
“Yeah Kevin, what Ben said.”
“What should we do?” Kevin asked. “I don’t want to go home
immediately. We won’t be able to go out during the winter months.”
Ben raised his hand. “Wanna break into that haunted house at the
edge of town?”
A moment of silence followed.
“Haunted house?” I wrinkled my eyebrows. “Where?”
Next to me, Kevin burst out laughing. “Oh my god, I totally
forgot Ben is new to this town,” he wheezed. “I told him that there was a
haunted house behind the school and he actually believed me.”
“Ohhh,” I understood what he meant. “You mean that house?”
Kevin nodded.
“Umm, mind explaining?” Ben looked at us. He tugged at his red
sweater.
“Oh yeah,” I replied. “There’s this big house behind the school,
and everybody thinks that it’s empty.”
“For a good reason too.” Kevin jumped in, much to my annoyance. “The house was bought, according to the adults, but nobody ever
enters or leaves the house. It’s just, empty.”
“Woah.” Ben’s eyes widened. “That’s cool.”
Kevin nodded. “Isn’t it?”
“Then we should go in.”
Kevin and I stared at Ben.
“What? If there’s nobody there, we should definitely go.”
A few seconds of silence followed before Kevin put his arms
around Ben. “Ben! I’ve been wrong about you. I thought you’d be like
those nerds who know the whole entire encyclopedia; you actually have
good ideas!”
As we walked towards the “Haunted House”, I noticed Ben was
texting someone with a deep frown on his face.
“Ugh, something came up. You guys will have to go without me.”
Ben sighed and rolled his eyes.
Kevin flipped around with his eyebrows all wrinkled up. “What?”
“I’m very sorry guys, something came up at home, my uncle’s
telling me to go home immediately.” He lifted the glasses on his nose.
“What came up? Can’t you skip it?” I asked. I looked at his phone
suspiciously.
Ben chuckles sadly. “I don’t think so.”
I try to look at Ben’s phone to see what his uncle said. But Ben
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turned it the other way, but not before I read: Are they coming yet?
“Oh well, we’ll tell you how it goes then,” Kevin said and started walking. “We should go to your house to work on the group project
tomorrow Ben. We’ve never seen your uncle.”
Ben chuckled. “My uncle doesn’t really like visitors. But I’ll ask. If
I can come by to explore with you guys, I definitely will later.”
Kevin and I continued walking as Ben left.
“Maybe he was scared and didn’t want to go,” I suggested.
Kevin shrugged. “I honestly don’t care.”
The closer we got towards the supposedly abandoned house, the
darker it got. The surrounding trees cast long shadows everywhere. The
darkening sky stretched on forever and the leaves rustled against the wind
as they gently started swirling in a spiral shape towards the ground. The
house slowly came into view along with its completely bare porch. You
could glance inside the empty windows. Cobwebs covered the corners,
trapped with bugs of all different sizes. The dead, wild plants that grew
underneath the window scratched me as Kevin and I made our way
around the house, securing the exits.
“It really looks abandoned,” Kevin whistled.
We opened the gates and stepped onto the wooden porch. It
creaked under our weight. I gently turned the doorknob to find it unlocked and my hands immediately flew off in shock. Was this supposed to
be open?
“What the fuck.”
Kevin laughed. “Ben was right. It’s really empty.”
I glanced inside through the crack of the door. There was a big,
open space. A tiny sliver of light rained in from a window facing the sunset. Everything was covered in white cloth. I turned back. “What do you
want to do?”
Kevin looked over my shoulder. “Is there anyone in there?”
I shook my head. “Didn’t see anyone.”
He nudged me aside. “Let’s go then.”
I looked at his back with disbelief as he pushed the door wider and let himself in. We scouted the whole first floor and found many
disturbing items. The kitchen sink covered in specks of dried red liquid,
and knives lined up again the walls and empty cages of all different sizes
and shapes hung everywhere, from the ceiling, the doors, the tables, and
underneath the staircases. It smelled like old vinegar, the scent that you
would get from old ladies when they come to hug you too close. It was
different from the moldy or rotten smell I was expecting. After exploring
the first floor, we made our way up to the second. Like every other haunted house, the stairs also creaked as we made our way up. The darkness
in the house seemed to get darker. We were depending on the fading
daylight to make our way around.
“Let’s split.” Kevin’s sudden voice made my heart jump.
“What?”
“We should go in different ways. Cover more ground. It’s getting
dark anyway. I want to go home soon.” Kevin looked at my wrist. “You
have your smartwatch. So just call me if something is up.”
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It all happened so suddenly, that I didn’t know what to think or
how to reject his idea. I didn’t want to go alone! Nobody’s house has cages
everywhere or hundreds of knives along the walls. Nevertheless, I slowly
started walking towards the hallways. The further I went, the cleaner it
got. The walls were layered with wallpaper the color of caramel which
was barely visible in the slowly waning sunlight. I stared out the windows,
calculating how much longer the sun was going to stay up and how much
longer we’ll stay in this house when suddenly a creak came from my left.
My breath hitched as I snapped my head towards the sound. I frantically
looked around. There weren’t any doors, so where did the creak come
from?
“Kevin?” I slowly stepped back, preparing to run downstairs and
out the door.
There was no answer. I heard another creak. Closer. I could feel
my heart banging against my chest all of a sudden. Sweat slowly started
dripping down my temple, onto my cheeks, then my neck. I thought that
there wasn’t anyone in this house. I tiptoed a few steps further, debating
whether I should leave or not. But if I did, what would I tell Kevin tomorrow? I strained to hear the footsteps, which direction it was coming from.
But that turned out to be impossible; my heart was pounding too loud for
me to hear anything. I suddenly realized how stupid this was. Kevin and
I had stepped into a stranger’s house, even if it was strangely abandoned,
and waltzed up the stairs onto the second floor, ignoring the unconscious
idea that we shouldn’t be doing this. This was stupid. So stupid. I turned
back towards the staircase, preparing to leave. I immediately screamed.
“AHHHHHHHHH!”
A small girl stood there in front of me, blocking my way to the
stairs. Her black hair covered her face but it didn’t cover the slight silver
glow in her eyes. It was terrifying. She stared at me as I scrambled back on
all fours. My eyes widened in shock and I started whimpering.
“Ryan?” Kevin called from somewhere.
The girl turned towards his voice. She took a step towards Kevin’s
direction. But then hesitated and decided to stay with me.
My teeth started chattering. “W-w-what are you?”
The girl continued staring at me. She tilted her head in one direction as if asking me what that meant.
“Who a-a-are you?” I tried to get up slowly. The appearance of
her made me scream. Thank goodness it was just a little girl. “Do you live
here?”
The girl continued to stare at me. Then, she took the little blackboard attached to her waist that I didn’t notice before and wrote:
Who are you?
I gulped. She was right. Who was I? I shouldn’t be here. This was
trespassing. “We’re going to leave now. Kevin and I. We’re going to leave
immediately. Right now.” I immediately scrambled up and ran towards
the direction Kevin went in. But the little girl stopped me by grabbing my
hand. I flinched and immediately shook her off. She looked at my hands
for a second.
“Y-yes?” I couldn’t help but stammer.
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She wrote again.
My uncle’s home. Go that way, he’ll see you.
My hands started shaking. My breath started hitching. Nothing’s
coming out, and nothing was going into my lungs either. “Your uncle?”
She nodded.
“Then...what do I do?” I whispered frantically, looking over my
shoulders, trying to see Kevin’s silhouette, something that meant that
Kevin was making his way to find me. But there was nothing.
“Ana? Where are you?” A man’s voice called from downstairs.
The girl, who I presumed was Ana, looked towards the stairs. I
just stood there shaking. There should be something I could do. Should
I just run without Kevin? Jump down the windows? I regretted coming
here. I should have just stayed at home. Then none of us would be in this
mess.
Ana pulled me towards the end of this hallway. The carpet, which
I swear wasn’t there before, muffled our footsteps. She continued dragging
me and I allowed her to, begging and praying that she wasn’t leading me
to her uncle. She suddenly stopped in front of a larger door. She pushed
me towards it and scribbled on her board.
Stay in there. Your friend will meet you here. Don’t move.
Footsteps of a man came closer to us. “Ana? Where are you? Are
you still sleeping? I’m home!”
She shot me a look and lifted up her board. Don’t move. So,
I stepped inside, gently closing the door behind me. I turned around,
and suddenly wanted to run back outside. The scent hit me first. It was
disgusting. It reminded me of a doctor’s smell, full of disinfecting wipes,
but then thr strong smell of rotten food followed. The room was pitchblack, except for the creaks of light from under and above the door. But
my eyes slowly got used to the dark. When I saw what was in the room, a
scream rammed up my throat. There was a huge desk in the middle of the
room. The shelves against the wall were stacked with jars that were filled
with eyeballs, objects that looked like brains, and hands. Each jar had its
own item. My stomach plummeted as my knees turned weak. I wanted
to sit down, but at the same time, I didn’t want to touch any more of this
room. I wanted to throw up. The first thing that came up to my mind was
murder.
I gulped. The floorboard creaked and my chest grew tighter as his
footsteps grew louder and my nails dug deeper into my palm. His shadow
increased in size and I heard his breathing and I was sure that he could
hear my heart. I held my breath, fearing that breathing in this air was
going to make me his next victim.
The door paused, halfway open. “Do you hear that?” The uncle’s
voice was smooth and young.
There was a silent pause, probably Ana answering her uncle on
her blackboard.
“Really? I’m sure that I heard something. It came from your
brother’s bedroom, should we go check?”
Their footsteps faded away; I wanted to run away immediately.
I immediately slipped out of the door and went the opposite way they
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walked towards. My eyes frantically searched for a source of an escape
route, windows, anything. I ran back the way I came from but noticed
that the hallways looked different. The lights were turned on and the scent
that was in the room didn’t leave me. My determined run turned into a
slow jog. Everything was different! I clearly went back the way I came
from, so were the hallways completely different? The lights were turned
on, now that the man was home. The light revealed things that I would’ve
never noticed in the dark, like the little stains along the walls, or the
dust in the corners of the floor. I wiped my nose harshly, wanting to stop
smelling the disgusting scent that I smelled in the room. But the scent
seemed to get on my clothes and the scent became stronger the harder I
rubbed. The fan on the ceiling spun slowly, creating little brushes of wind
throughout the air.
“What are you doing in our house?” the uncle’s voice rang out.
My heart stopped. I froze, my mind scrambling to make up an
excuse. Should I run? Or face him?
“I’m so sorry, sir! I thought no one was here!” Kevin’s voice answered back.
My lungs let out a sigh of relief. I glanced around and located the
source of the noise on the other side of the wall. I leaned towards it, my
face pressed against the wall, straining to hear what they were saying and
how Kevin would answer.
“Do your parent knows that you’re here?”
“No, sir, they just know that I’m out,” Kevin answers\ed back.
“Why did you come again?”
“I-I was curious, sir. It’s just that nobody ever went out or in of
this house and I thought something had happened inside so-”
“Stop.” The man’s voice cut through Kevin’s explanation. “I get it.
And it’s late. So why don’t I give you dinner real quick, and we can discuss
what happens to you after that.”
“Um, sir, thanks, but no thanks. You really don’t need to give me
dinner. I’ll be fine-”
“Kid, realize your situation here. Do I look like I’m giving you a
choice?”
Kevin went quiet. I lean harder against the thin wall, wanting
to hear more and find out what happens to Kevin. But instead of more
words, thumping and banging appeared instead.
“Wait, what are you doing!” Kevin shouted. “Hey, get your hands
off me-”
Then, it went silent.
I slowly breathed in, and then out. Then I crept towards the noise,
where they once stood. As I rounded the corner, but I stopped and stood
there in fear. The once caramel-colored walls were smeared with blood as
if someone had rammed something against it and dragged it towards the
end of the hallway. The air smelled like blood, a disgusting metallic scent
and tiny drops of blood made a trail towards the end of the hallway. I
stepped back, taking this whole scene in, and quickly turned the opposite
way to run, but banged into Ana. She stood there again, with her blackboard in her hands, just like when we first met. I cringed and immediately
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stepped back several steps. My blood ran cold. I looked at her. Can this
girl possibly help me? Ana was my only hope of leaving this place alive.
“Can you please help me?” I whispered desperately.
Ana tilted her head like she did when she and I met. I began
to get nervous when she wasn’t responding. What if she doesn’t want to
help?
Finally, she writes It’ll depend on your luck. Maybe.
“Maybe...what?” I flinched when she steps towards me, but nonetheless, I allowed her to pull me into another hallway. She kept glancing
back at me, making my heart jump each time. Should I even be following
her? Or should I try to find a way out of myself? The windows that were
so common when I first came into the house seemed to suddenly disappear. I bumped into Ana when she stopped near the stairs.
My uncle is downstairs. She wrote. I’m not allowed to go downstairs.
She then erased her board and continued writing. I anxiously
waited for her to finish. But then, out of the corner of my eye, I noticed a
hint of red. I looked out the window, to find Ben waiting outside. Ben!! I
quickly looked at Ana, she was still writing.
Ben stood outside, waving to me, occasionally looking at a window on the first floor. He mouthed “Jump down!”
I immediately nodded. Thankfully, Ben decided to come. I
yanked the window open and proceeded to climb out. A clatter of Ana’s
blackboard made me flinch and look back.
Ana’s eyes were wide. She pulled on me to get back from the window. She glared at Ben outside. I immediately shook her off.
“Let me leave!”
She shook her head and continued glaring at Ben.
“Are you coming down? There’s something to cushion your fall.”
Ben asked from outside.
“Yes! I’m going down right now.’ I called back.
I looked down at Ana. “I think I know now. You want to keep
me here.” I glared at her. “For your uncle to come up.” I shook her off my
arms.
She stumbled as she fell back.
“Hello?” Ben sounded impatient now. “You need to hurry! Uncle’s
coming!”
I sit on the window and threw my legs out. Wait, Uncle? As in
Ana’s uncle? I look at Ben and slowly scooted back from the ledge of the
window. “Uncle? Do you live here?”
I suddenly didn’t want to jump out the window anymore. But,
footsteps sounded behind me, and a man pushed me off the balcony of
the window, I screamed as I fell, and pain punctured through me as I
landed on the ground. Warm liquid flowed underneath me as my vision
turned blurry.
Ben walked towards me, repeating the same lines over and over
again. “If only you were less curious...” He had a knife in his hand and his
image was murky until I saw nothing.
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Sweet

Donald Yang

I'm not some candy
I don't have a bubbly personality
Being nice is just some boring old formality
I’m just saying this but in actuality
I’m just talking about a fallacy
Only said that so I won’t be hurt when you laugh at me
Sadly I’m always consciously
Thinking about what people think of me
If I would ever live up to their wildest dreams
But always feel like I’m being laughed at like one of their memes
Whatever I guess
I should stop worrying about being a mess
Hope you don’t feel as distressed
And wish that you will always be blessed.
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Best, Worst

Olivia Francescon
“What was that Dickens quote? You know the one. ‘It was the
best of times, it was the worst of times.’ Something like that. Written over
a millennium ago, but still relevant as ever. Maybe not during the war
though. There was a hell-of-a-lot more bad than there was good. Dickens
barely escaped; the national library was lucky to save copies of any books,
let alone his whole collection. But I’m getting ahead of myself. You don’t
know what I’m talking about. They don’t really teach our history anymore. It’s too—imperfect.
“It started in February of 2020. The U.S.’s reputation had been going downhill the past few years, and somehow, they started another world
war—the longest one yet. The undeveloped countries fell first; without the
same access to technology as other countries, they never stood a chance.
Then it was the Big Five. North and South America had begrudgingly
joined forces, then there was Japan and China, each of which had smaller countries within their forces, Russia, and the European Union—not
including Britain (after they left, they were the first developed country to
get squashed).
“Everyone had nuclear weapons; the trick was no one wanted
to be the first to fire. Funny enough, before the first bomb was dropped,
there were practically no casualties on either side. They don’t let you
know who dropped it first. That’s not considered part of our history, but I
suppose it doesn’t matter anymore. Anyway, after the power was knocked
out, soldiers had to actually go out and do some real fighting rather than
rely on all their fancy tech. It wasn’t long after that the war came to an
end.
“But it wasn’t like the other wars; there were no triumphant
defeats or treaties; they fought to the death, all of them. Just 27 million
civilians spread out around the world, that was all that was left. They
came together in what had been Europe, the least radiation-damaged of
the continents, and reconstructed their society. They’d all been born in
war, and their new mission was to prevent it...at any cost. So they began
a new age. It was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness. It was
an age that brought peace and prosperity and domination to the survivors of a senseless war. Conveniently, a large section of the remaining
population had been scientists who’d survived by hiding in their private
bunkers. And so once they built a new power plant, they figured out how
to prevent future bloodshed. How to prevent contrary ideas. They figured
out how to wire our minds.
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“The first thing they did was they made everyone forget their
nationality, then their religion, then they programmed them to speak in
the same language, though I couldn’t tell you which. And after people
refused to elect a leader, refused to do the work they were needed to do,
they programmed that too. Anytime there was a conflict, you were called
in for a wire-check. And if you didn’t come, well, they sent the Graymen
for you. It may seem extreme, but no one can say it didn’t work. It’s been
75 years since they started, and we don’t have any conflict. No one yells,
no one argues, no one kills. We’ve got some kind of Utopia.
“It was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity. When
I was born, the Collective wired me to be a Recorder. I make sure our
history isn’t lost to time. We make sure. They wired you too. You may
think this is what you’ve always wanted to do, but the truth is, they were
just filling a quota. They made you smart, not too athletic, they made you
who you are.
“That chip in your head, the one responsible that makes you you,
now has gotten four times as big just to store all the history texts, another
couple for all the literature, then a few more for digital files of artwork
and film, not to mention all the mathematics and sciences. But you’ll get
used to it. Your head probably feels a pound or so heavier. You may need
a neck brace for a little while, but you’ll get used to it.
“To rephrase Mr. Dickens, it is the season of Light, it is the season
of Darkness. It is a season with blessed peace and damned regulation.”
The old man slowly turned around in his chair to face a boy of 12
or 13 staring at him with a horrified look.
“Don’t get me wrong, it’s not a bad job; it’s incredibly fulfilling to
know everything there is to know. But I’m glad to pass the position on.”
The boy opened his mouth to reply, but no words came out.
“That’s part of the process. You can’t talk with all that history in
your head. When I relieved the guy before me, it was the same way. I lost
my ability to speak, he regained it. Then a few minutes later, his chips
dissolved, mine activated, and he got to go live the rest of his life. Today’s
my 34th birthday, you know. I think it’s time I go out and build myself a
family.”
Confused, the boy looked at the man. He looked like his grandfather–wrinkles for days, well over 85.
“It ages you, that’s what you’re looking at. They can fix it though,
the Collective. Once the memories transfer to you, my appearance will be
restored. So will my memory of my own life.”
The boy looked around the room and walked to a nearby desk.
Slumped down, he reached for some parchment and a pen.
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“Getting relieved, best day of my life. It was the Spring of hope.”
On parchment the boy wrote back, “It was the Winter of despair.”
This new society, the boy thought, was rather foolish. We had
everything before us, we had nothing before us. We made a society that
prevents conflict, not one that solves it. We had every opportunity to
make our world better than what came before, instead we caged it.
“Martha,” the man blurted out, “that was my mother’s name.”
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. “Ja—,” the boy
couldn’t remember his mother’s name.
“Louis, that was my dad.”
The boy couldn’t remember his father’s name.
“Ronnie, my name is Ronnie.”
The boy couldn’t remember his own name. All he remembered,
was the entire history of the world as they knew it. He would have traded
it all to remember what he looked like, to remember whether he had a
family. It was the best of times. But only when you didn’t look past the
war. It was the worst of times.
The man walked to the door of the Recorder’s Library, leaving the
boy on his own, ignorant to everything he had once known like the back
of his hand.
Now it was the boy’s turn.
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Dream of Fevers
Lucia Finkelstein

When I think back to what we used to do
On friday afternoons
After the final bell rang and the sweat of anticipation slid down our shoulders
Dream of fevers
I can hardly wait
But now all the time in the world has accumulated like sludge and is dripping off the corners of the earth till its barren and dry
And its like the bell never rings anymore
Lying therein the desert
and
the mirage of water brings me to my knees every time
But i never stop believing that it isn’t over
That one day we’ll get to play again
In that grass that tastes so sweet against my greying tongue
Strawberry n milk memory
I hope it wont go sour.
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Where The Waves Break
Hannah Ehrlich

The smell of hot sun beams hitting leather combined with the
jerky movements of Mr. Winston’s old car and caused tickling feelings to
creep up from Jack’s stomach to the back of his mouth. Road trips had
never been easy for the young boy. Most of the Winston family’s trips got
a late start because Jack’s father must pull over and remove Jack from the
back seat every twenty minutes to keep the precious car clean.
On this especially nauseating summer car ride, Jack tried his best
to stop himself from being sick because he could not wait an extra minute
to get to their destination. Jack averted his eyes away from the window
and focused on the picture books he got for his last birthday. He could
not make out many of the words, and nobody had told him what any of
them meant yet. Instead, Jack focused on the swirls of blues and greens
and the occasional pops of oranges and purples that made up the pictures
of the ocean. Jack could not believe that in just a few hours he would see
those colors and feel the bubbly seafoam and smell the tangy salt in real
life. It took two minutes for Jack to realize that reading was just as, if not
more, sickening than looking out the window. The boy decided to shut his
eyes and squeeze himself into sleep. His parents gave each other triumphant glances, knowing they would have a smooth ride for once.
Four hours passed like ten minutes in Jack’s dreams. The bounces
and bumps from the car became the soft rocking of a sailboat. Jack was no
longer on the road, but he was now staring out at the twinkling surface of
the ocean. When the long drive finally ended, Jack’s reality was not much
different from his dream. Jack hopped out of the car, and although it was
far away, he could see where the sky meets the ocean. He believed he was
staring right where the world ended.
“You are going to have the best time! Grandma has not seen you
since you were a little thing. Do you remember that?” Jack’s mother said
while walking him up to the door of his grandmother’s house.
Five years of age is the time in someone’s life when people ask if
you remember events that happened before you could even form complete thoughts. Jack shook his head like he had done many times before
for that same question.
“Jack! Did you remember to check the backseat? I don’t want to
drive back here because you left something in the car!” his dad snapped
from the driveway. His words came out as a bolt of lightning that struck
Jack just enough to rattle his bones.
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“I checked,” Jack whispered to his mother.
“He checked!” his mother shouted. She bent down to hug Jack.
“You get the whole summer here, out on the beach. This will be the best
summer yet!” she whispered.
Jack had a feeling that was true. Every birthday wish, every daydream, had been about what was only a five-minute-walk from where he
was right at that moment.
Jack’s mother knocked on the door of the yellow cottage, and Jack
liked the way her knuckles hit the wood. The metal door of his apartment
in the city needed to be beaten to get a decent knock out of it, while this
wooden one just needed a small tap.
Slow, heavy footsteps followed and got closer and closer to them
until his grandmother swung open the door. “You guys made great time!
Come in!” the old woman said and motioned them in the house. They
followed the old woman into her dining room, and it smelled just like
opening a fresh box of crackers.
“Thank you, Linda, for letting Jack stay with you this summer. He
is so excited to be near the beach,” Jack’s mother said as she sat down on
one of the wooden chairs at the table.
“You better watch out, though. Jack is a city kid, so he’s probably
not so great with the water,” Mr. Winston warned, and dropped the suitcase down on the floor.
“Well, you weren’t a city kid and you were awful with the water,
so I don’t see how that changes anything.” Jack’s grandmother leaned over
to Jack and said with a soft voice that everyone could hear, “Your dad
lived here for eighteen years and wouldn’t go into the ocean by himself.”
Jack never heard anybody talk about his father in such a humiliating way, and he was bracing himself for the largest, most powerful
storm. Jack truly believed that his father was going to summon all the
water in the ocean and flood this poor woman’s house. His eyes jumped
from his grandmother to his father, his father growing every time he
looked away from him.
“Yeah, yeah. It was a long time ago. We have to get on the road or
else we won’t be back until very late,” Mr. Winston said and shrunk back
down to his normal height. Jack let a quick, quiet breath escape from his
mouth.
“Thanks again, Linda. Jack, be on your very best behavior for
Grandma, okay?” Jack’s mother said and leaned in for a hug.
“I will,” Jack said and wrapped his arms around her.
“We love you very much, Jackie,” his mother called out as she
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followed Mr. Winston out of the house.
Jack was not prepared for the heaviness that began to form in his
stomach after his parents left. He felt like running outside and chasing
after the car only to realize that it was too fast for his weak, skinny legs.
After that he would fall onto his stomach and hit the concrete, kick the
ground, and wail as loud as he could until his parents came back. Despite
these overwhelming urges, Jack was raised to behave no matter how he
was feeling, so he looked back at his grandmother and pressed his lips
together hoping that it was a convincing smile.
“I think it would be nice if we took a walk to the beach. You’ve
been cooped up in that car seat for hours,” his grandmother said.
Jack felt a surge of excitement pump out from his heart and travel
around every bone in his body. The beach. That was why he was here. He
nodded his head and smiled, this time for real.
Jack had no idea what to do with his right hand while he walked.
Usually, it was gripped tightly by one of his parents as he strode behind
them in the crowded streets. They always had somewhere to be, and they
were almost always late. Now, he just let his arm swing by his side as they
both walked in slow-motion because this time they had nowhere important to go and they were not late.
“Did your parents tell you about my antique store?” Jack’s grandmother asked him. It was the only sound he heard on the street.
He remembered his father calling it a “house of junk,” but he
figured that it would be rude to tell his grandmother that. “A little,” Jack
ended up replying.
“I bet your father called it a house of junk, didn’t he?” his grandmother said, taking Jack by surprise. He did not know what to say.
“He did. I just know it. That’s okay, though,” she said and chuckled a bit after. “I have no idea how I raised such a serious man. Kids always try to be the opposite of their mothers, I guess. Anyway, your father
has no idea what he’s talking about. What he calls a house of junk is really
a house of treasures! I’ll let you take something home at the end of the
summer. But you can’t choose it tomorrow or even in a month. You must
search until you find something that truly speaks to you. Does that sound
fun, Jack?”
The words fell from his grandmother’s mouth into a messy pile in
Jack’s brain. He put the words together, and realized that his grandmother
was going to give him treasure! Jack had found treasures before, like shiny
coins on the street and colorful leaves, but his parents made him “put that
junk down.” At that moment, Jack realized he and his grandmother were
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very much alike.
“That sounds fun!” Jack said.
“Good. That is your mission for the summer,” his grandmother
said, and the two remained silent for the rest of the walk.
Jack and his grandmother walked until the street started to get
speckled with grains of sand. Jack’s legs were about to jerk the boy forward right to where the concrete ended and the sand began, and then
keep dragging him to where the ocean consumes it. The salty smell gave
him almost too much excitement, but he contained himself.
“Before we go in, there are two rules,” his grandmother said and
stopped walking, making Jack even more anxious. “Number One: you do
not talk to people on the beach. I’m the only weirdo that you should be
involved with here. Number Two: you cannot go past where the waves
break. It isn’t safe for someone as little as you. I’d love to take you in, but
I’m afraid these old bones cannot handle the ocean anymore.” Jack could
not help but to imagine her soft bones snapping as each little movement
of the water pushed against her body. “Got it?”
“I got it,” Jack said and started to run. His parents would never let
him run away like that, but he was not with his parents, so he bent their
rules for the first of many times that summer.
The first thing Jack noticed about the water in the ocean was that
it was cold, numbingly so, like when you make a snowball without gloves
on. After a few seconds, Jack’s skin got used to the temperature and now
he could focus on the sight before him. He watched the blue water curl
up into a wave, just like a cat getting up from a nap, and crash right at his
feet into a white, bubbly mess of liquid. The white water scurried off, and
left the sand below smooth and streaky. Jack imagined himself floating on
his back and riding the slow-moving waves, dipping his head under every
now and then to see what was going on. He desperately wanted to run far
out and catch a glimpse of the life, the colors, the mysteries that the ocean
held inside of it. The violent crashes at the edge were not enough to satisfy
his needs. He could never get farther than where he was unless he broke a
rule, but Jack was told to behave and Jack did what his mother said.
The next morning, Jack took his first trip to the infamous antique
shop. Jack nervously stood behind his grandmother as she fumbled with
the keys a bit until they were able to enter.
“This is it, Jack. Touch everything, but don’t break any of it!” his
grandmother said and walked over to the register.
Jack took her advice, and touched everything. He had never
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seen so much stuff in his life, and he had never been allowed to play with
things that were not toys, either. So, for the next two months Jack rubbed
his fingers against fragile glass vases, flicked through faded photographs,
strummed old instruments, and hid in dusty cabinets that made him
sneeze. Jack was shadowing a very simple life: antique store during the
day and beach in the evening. There were rules to follow, but not many
places to be. Even though he could not do the ocean exploration he
planned for, Jack was happy enough to have a chance to breathe the fresh
air.
The rest of the summer went by very slowly, since each day was
the same. Though there were little things that made them distinct in Jack’s
memories. There were always a few new faces in the shop, stuff he hadn’t
touched before, and a wide variety of shells that would magically drop in
the sand overnight. It was now the last night before Jack would be ripped
out of this alternate reality and dropped back into the thick air of the city
where he would live with his parents again. Jack lay on his father’s childhood bed, playing with a pink ring that he took from the antique shop as
his summer treasure. Jack had many options to choose from for his gift,
like old picture books to add to his collection, trinkets to decorate his
rather barren room, or even a puppet that hung from strings. There was
something personal about the ring, however. It was an indestructible yet
subtle object that Jack could hide away all for himself or display on his
finger. He knew his father would not let him wear a ring like that once he
got home, so the moments he could show it off would be very special.
The image of his father was no longer frightening to Jack since he
could not stop imagining him as a tiny person, just like himself. Perhaps it
was because he saw so many other grown men surfing waves bigger than
two Mr. Winstons stacked up on each other. Maybe each day Jack forgot
about his life at home, the man got smaller in his memory. Now, all Jack
could think about was his cramped apartment filled with head-pounding
stress. He remembered the yelling and orders that shot out from under
his father’s slightly crooked teeth. Jack recalled the last thing Mr. Winston
said about him: “Jack is a city kid, so he’s probably not so great with the
water.” Living in a city does not make you “not so great with the water,”
Jack thought, but living with fear did. Fueled by frustration, his sudden
urge to rebel, his lasting need to rid himself of the fear that always sat
deep within him, Jack left the old mattress and went to the beach. He was
going to face the ocean, which was something that small men like Mr.
Winston were too afraid to do.
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Jack felt that running in the dark was not running at all. Since he
could not see, the world moved as if he was walking. Running felt right,
though, because he had somewhere to be and after thinking his plan over,
he was definitely late. He should have done this weeks ago. When Jack’s
steps felt softer, it took him by surprise since he had never reached the
sand so fast. He didn’t stop there. In the next few steps he kicked off his
shoes, but once he took his first stride into the seafoam, a voice of a young
girl called out to him.
“Stop right there! Stop! Stop!” she kept saying, each “Stop!” getting louder as she approached him. “This isn’t the answer,” she said, out of
breath, when she finally reached him.
The moonlight only allowed Jack to see her silhouette. She was
about two heads taller than him. Once Jack finally processed his situation,
anxiety started to build within him. He was sandwiched in between two
things that would cause him to break a rule, a stranger and the ocean.
Since Jack was too shocked to move, he let the stranger talk. “I
saw you out of the window of my house, and I knew where you were
going. Little kids like you come here for the summer, and right at the end
you try to run into the ocean. You think it’ll make you big or something.
Maybe you just want to go back home to your stupid city and tell your
stupid friends that you went into the place where sharks live. It doesn’t
even matter, but all I know is that I see too many small people like you
escape from the house and try to swim and never come back! Their bodies disappear, and they are never found again. Please trust me, coming in
here all alone and angry, especially as little as you are, is not the answer.”
The word “little” and “small” kept chasing each other around
Jack’s mind. Jack knew he might be too little and small for the ocean, but
he knew that he would make it out and be big, despite what the shadow
girl said. Even if he did not make it out, he knew that he could not survive
going back home being as tiny as he was. It was worth it.
Jack let out a groan and hurled his whole body into an oncoming wave, leaving the girl behind. He flopped on his stomach, head
submerged, trying to replicate the swimming motions that he had seen
other people doing all summer. However, his small movements were not
powerful enough for the currents that pulled his limbs in all different directions. Saltwater raced through his hair, in between his legs, around his
fingers, filled his throat, and spun him all around. There was no difference
between up and down, and there was no more use in trying to find one.
Jack let his body go limp, and he could no longer move his toes or fingers.
He could no longer bend his knees or elbows. They were gone. Jack’s body
was dissolving into the ocean, and as each part disappeared, there was less
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and less he could do about it. “I need to go home,” Jack thought, but that
was all his pink, mushy brain could do before it turned to clear liquid.
The ocean chewed Jack up, swallowed him, and made him become part
of itself. The only part the ocean spit out was the pastel pink ring that was
once on Jack’s thumb. It shot straight out of the water and planted into the
sand, because the ocean had no use for Jack’s junk.
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Silent Moving Estuary
Anonymous

Tickle time, test it out
Move freely through its waters

You can only keep afloat, enjoy the
Breath

Wade in its white caps

Enjoy the quiet
Ripples, wakes, breaks

The waves will shift you
In the direction of the
tides
You only have to float
to keep your head above
Water
Of course you can also try
Climbing the steps
But,
No
Why climb when you can float?

Watch the dragonflies
So tides shift, but they
Also cycle, and
I think,
We are high again
Invasive, we’ve washed away the
brain clutter,
What’s left now is muck
What can become of
The muck now that it has seen
The tide

There may be jagged granite jutting out
As you near the shore
You may begin to wander
And slip under the surface
Maybe you’ll find company in the shifting sun
Or the wax and wane of the moon
But you cannot get
Held up in the
Journey of others
They will meet you
At the end
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Dear Mom,

Alex Friedman
It’s been a while and I’m sorry. But sometimes it’s hard for me to remember you as anything but broken and dying and scary. I can’t remember
what your voice sounded like before the stroke. I can’t remember if I ever
really told you how I felt about what happened.
When you got sick, it was like my childhood died. A giant piece of my life
was gone. What filled that hole in me was sick, and guilty, and twisted,
and ugly. I would hurt myself. I used children’s safety scissors because I
liked the irony. I was thirteen. I wanted to hurt the way you did. I think
we all hurt ourselves in our own way. Peri used people and Mama Debbie
used food.
I’m sorry I didn’t tell you. I didn’t want you to worry about me. I wanted
you to focus on getting better. You didn’t. I hoped and hoped that you
would walk again, or be able to write or read a book by yourself. I’m sorry
it didn’t happen. I’m sorry I didn’t tell you. I didn’t want you to blame
yourself. I felt guilty. People would say the only reason you were still alive
was for me and Peri.
But I hated that. I hated the idea that you were staying alive, dependent
and paralyzed and sick for me.
I never wanted that. I never wanted the hospital visits. I never wanted
bleach filled Thanksgivings spent in the ICU. I never wanted you to have
to be changed by a nurse and to lose your independence and dignity
because of it. I never wanted you to forget how to speak. I never wanted
Debbie to spend late nights with you in the ER. I never wanted that life
for you. I never wanted that life for any of us. I hated that I couldn’t live
with you anymore. You couldn’t take care of me, or yourself, but it’s not
like you could ever really do that anyway. When we were little, you treated
me like an adult, and that was fucked up. You told me about how lonely
you felt when I was only 7, as though I could fix it.
You told me about how you hated Mama for taking us away, even though
it was better for everyone. You told me how you’d rather go anywhere
with her than be alone. You would yell and throw tantrums like a child.
You wouldn’t let me and Peri into your room sometimes because it was
so messy and dangerous. One time a rat died in the stack of newspapers
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in your room. We all looked for it for ages, but never found it. The foul,
sweet, rotting smell haunts me still. I think that’s probably how you
smelled when you had the stroke. Did you know that no one knew until
three days later? And when they did find you, you were like the rat, hidden in the newspaper stack and stinking.
I couldn’t believe I would never stay at your house again. I missed playing video games until 2 am on a school night, and talking to you about
all my grown up ideas, and watching old movies. I liked being free to do
nothing, and how you made it feel like that was an achievement. On the
rare occasions you took us places, it felt so special. You would let me run
in the rain, twirling in puddles, dashing through the fat, thunderous rain
drops. I loved being with you. I loved how different you were. I loved how
you understood my quiet, introverted qualities, in a way that Mama and
Peri never understood.
I saw myself in you. You didn’t give birth to me, but you were my mother.
You were my superhero. But then you got sick and I couldn’t stand seeing
this version of you. I hated to visit because of the way you smelled. You
sat in your own filth all day and were too drugged out most of the time
to know. It looked like everything hurt you. You looked like a baby, fluffy
and naked and helpless. The only time when your words were clear was
when you got mad. I tried to make you as angry as I could so that you
could speak without your syllables being clumsily clumped together. I’m
sorry I did that. I just wanted to hear your voice.
But, it didn’t really sound like you anymore. I hated seeing you because I
couldn’t believe that my superhero was human and was fragile and broken. I hated being scared of everyday things. Every time the phone rang
in the classroom, I would be filled with anxiety that you had died and
Mama would have to come pick me up. I hated not knowing what was
next. I hated feeling so alone.
But, I still felt intertwined with you, like when you died I would die too.
I didn’t really think I would live that long after your imminent death, so I
was cruel and destructive and harsh to people who showed me true compassion and love and patience. I can’t ever apologize enough for that. But,
I think I’m starting to make amends.
Then you died. And I didn’t. And I was alone. And shocked to be alive.
And you were a jar of ashes. People said you died two days before Trump’s
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inauguration because you never wanted to see him be president. I think
you died because you had liver failure, kidney failure, and then you were
brain dead, and machines breathed for you.
I don’t think you really had a choice about the day you died. I don’t think
you had a choice in any of this. The doctors sat us in a conference room
and told us that it was just your body still here, and you weren’t there anymore. Debbie and Peri cried a lot while they talked. I listened. I was the
first one to say we should stop life support. I was too young to have made
that choice, but it was too late to do anything else. So we pulled the plug.
Your body died 14 hours later. I thought that’s what you would’ve wanted.
I looked for your soul afterward. I went to see your brother in California. And he looked at me with your eyes and told me about your mental
breakdowns when you had a husband, before you knew you liked women,
and how he cheated on you, and how your aunt put you back together,
and he asked me if I really knew you at all. You never told me any of those
things. I questioned if I ever really knew you at all.
I went to your grave. And you were never really there. You didn’t come to
me in a dream or a sign and give me the answers to what to do now. I was
mad about that for a long time. It’s hard to understand what it meant to
me when you died. I felt so alone. But so relieved. You weren’t trapped in
a broken body anymore. I wasn’t trapped in a broken mind.
Everyday after you died, I felt more free. Sometimes I wish I had asked
you more questions. But I was too young to ask those things. I wish we
could talk just one more time. I wish you could see who I am now. I want
you to know I’ve become a person worth knowing since you died. I have
friends you’d really like. I get along with Peri better, and Mama too. I don’t
isolate myself in the same way. I don’t shut down. The sick part of me is
mostly gone.
I started making movies. I watched a lot of the ones you wanted me to. I
think I’m in love. I’m not sure. It’s one of the things I’d want to tell you.
I’m figuring out who I am. I think I’m happy. I know you loved me more
than anything else in the world. I think if there is something after death,
you’ll be happy to see me again, and get to know the new me. I’m a lot
different, but I’m still your daughter.
Love, me
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JULIA
12th grade
Samuel Delaney’s Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand envelops it’s readers like smoke,
leaving heads spinning. After the hefty, intergalactic prologue, the story delves into the deceptively simple first meeting of two lovers who’s very brief time together has far reaching
impacts. Delaney’s worldbuilding is at once ambient and boundless, invoking a sense of
familiarity in an alien world.
LUCIA
12th grade
Normal People is a case study of a relationship between two people, and how relationships
weathers over time. It is simple yet so candidly and entrancingly human. Sally Rooney
writes a relatable tale of adolescence, and the way it changes us, for better or worse.
HAYLEY
12th grade
My Year of Rest and Relaxation by Ottessa Moshfegh chronicles the highly disturbing yet
fascinating year of a woman who, with the help of her psychiatrist, sedates herself into a
drug-induced slumber - hoping an existence without thought will heal the trauma from
her past.
ALEXANDRA
10th grade
Witness is an engaging movie starring Harrison Ford as a police officer, John Book, who
discovers police corruption pertaining to narcotics. A little Amish boy, Samuel, witnesses
a murder connected to this police corruption, so Book attempts to protect him and his
mother, Rachel (Kelly McGillis) by staying with them in Amish Country in Pennsylvania.
The cinematography and depiction of life without technology with a strong sense of community is a beautiful portrayal of Amish life. The movie does a terrific job of showing the
polar opposites of the peaceful Amish life to the violent police force.
LIANA
10th grade
Us is a suspenseful film about a family on vacation in California, seemingly normal, although there is a dark twist. The mother, with a mysterious background, worries about going back to the same beach in which she had a traumatizing experience and was changed
forever. After a fun day at the beach, the family comes home to a horrible surprise, and
ends us struggling to survive through the night. Us tells the story of a suspenseful and
horrifying dream, that almost seems like a nightmare.
ZELLIE
10th grade
A Quiet Place is an intense horror movie telling the story of a family trying to survive in a
future where terrifying creatures hunt humans. The family appears to be the only humans
left alive after the creatures came to earth. These creatures hunt using their sense of hearing, so the family must learn to communicate and live life in complete silence.
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